PE Number

Date reported

Incident Start Date

Incident Start Time

Overall assessment of event

Event outcome

Final Comment

PE20111014

15/04/2011

15/04/2011

14:45

Event Substantiated

Written Warning

PE20130918

15/03/2013

15/03/2013

8:00

Event Forwarded to another
Agency

PE174594

28/04/2017

28/04/2017

10:44

Event not Substantiated

Verified but
Compliant

Confirmed excavation depth is
compliant with consent conditions.

PE174636

3/05/2017

3/05/2017

8:00

Event not Substantiated

Verified but
Compliant

Confirmed quarry floor (excavation
depth) was compliant with consent
conditions.

Type of Incident

Description of Incident as reported to Environment Canterbury

Smoke from burning Outside fire from the quarry KB Contracting and Quarries Ltd.
Dust

No. Reports per Day COMPLETE

Sediment

28/04/2017 10:44am ‐ Received email: "Kbs quarry off McLeans island
road.. flowing water and lakes forming at base of pit.. rising from below
the ground. Truck at loader movements all threw it contaminating
ground water. Dump trucks trying to hide it currently by tipping dirt over
it!!"

1

Sediment

3/5/2017 8.26a.m. ‐ [KB QUARRIES, MINERS ROAD, DUG TOO DEEP] ‐
Caller reported KB Contracting and Quarries dug too deep to the water
table, similar to what Winstone quarries did some time ago. They are
currently backfilling. Its their quarry on Miners Road. 95 Miners Road.

1

1

1

9/08/2017

Note

not substantiated

25/10/2017

Note

not substantiated.

17/05/2017

17/05/2017

8:00

Event not Substantiated

Site visit carried out no stream visible,
No Environmental surface water ponding has retreated
substantially since last inspection ~ 2
Impact
weeks ago

Sediment

PE182039

19/07/2017

19/07/2017

19:00

Event not Substantiated

Satisfied that there is no dust from KB
No Environmental quarry gravel processing. All material
Impact
is damp in processing is occurring
within the quarry.

Dust

19/7/17 06:58pm Snap Send Solve.Location: On Conservators Road,
Mcleans Island, Christchurch.
Notes: At 9.30 this morning, there was haze over our paddock coming
from the KB quarry with a distinct smell of crushed rock. Can we get an
air monitor to help determine the make up of the dust?

Event not Substantiated

CE: made site visit and spoke with the
17/10/2017 8:50am caller advised that K B Quarries have hit
quarry manager. Works were being
undertaken to reduce the large areas
groundwater at their McLeans Island site, and the water level can be
Unauthorised
No Environmental of standing water at the site which
seen visibly rising at the site. They are currently backfilling the area with
structure/disturbanc
would breach one of the consent
Impact
material. Caller has noticed at time of call. If you head down the ramp at
e
conditions re not providing conditions
the site you can see the area, and there is an area directly opposite
that would encourage birds to the
which appears to have been backfilled also.
area.

1

Caller rang at 12.20pm to advise that this quarry completely disregards
its resource consent conditions. The piles are more than 3m high, trucks
are constantly dropping rubbish on the road which is now causing a
Rubbish/waste/offal
traffic hazard and there are truck movements every 3 minutes. Caller
also advised that there was a lot of activity at night. Caller would like to
be rung back when something has been done about this.

1

PE20142255

PE20142688

9/06/2014

4/07/2014

17/10/2017

9/06/2014

4/07/2014

8:50

8:00

8:00

Event Forwarded to another
Agency

Event not Substantiated

Response

1

PE174791

17/10/2017

Activity Type

Dust from KB Quarries, Tanya Street.

17/05/2017 10:15 AM For the last two weeks trucks have been moving
through what caller thinks might be a stream at the quarry at 571
Mcleans Island Road, Chch. The waterway is located at the northern
boundary of the quarry site which is the end near the firing range
adjacent. Caller doesn't know whether it's natural or not, but says it
always flows and disappears into the ground. So based on that thinks it
might be natural. I can see nothing on GISmo at the area described. The
property is owned by KB Contracting and Quarries Limited according to
GISmo.

PE182947

Activity Date CHECKED

1

Dust

Caller rang to complain about the piles of gravel that are too high at KBs
Contracting at 4 Tanya Street, Bromley. He rang to advise that this
quarry completely disregards its resource consent conditions. There is a
lot of dust from the site. The trucks are constantly dropping rubbish on
the road which is now causing a traffic hazard and there are truck
movements every 3 minutes but the caller realizes this is a CCC issue and
as such has taken it up with them. Caller also advised that there was a lot
of activity at night. He believes that at night the workers 'sneak' into the
yard and process rubbish as if they are a transfer station. The smell from
the rubbish is horrible. Caller would like to be rung back when something
has been done about this.

1

